Imperfect camouflage: how to hide in a variable world?
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Abstract

Camouflage is an important anti-predator strategy for many animals and is traditionally thought of as being tightly linked to a specific visual background. While much work focuses on optimising camouflage against one background, this may not be relevant for many species and contexts, as animals may encounter many different habitats throughout their lives due to temporal and spatial variation in their environment. How should camouflage be optimised when an animal or object is seen against multiple visual backgrounds? Various solutions may exist, including colour change to match new environments or use of behaviour to maintain crypsis by choosing appropriate substrates. Here, we focus on a selection of approaches under a third alternative strategy: animals may adopt (over evolution) camouflage appearances that represent an optimal solution against multiple visual scenes. One approach may include a generalist or compromise strategy, where coloration matches several backgrounds to some extent, but none closely. A range of other camouflage types, including disruptive camouflage, may also provide protection in multiple environments. Despite detailed theoretical work determining the plausibility of compromise camouflage and elucidating the conditions under which it might evolve, there is currently mixed experimental evidence supporting its value, and little evidence of it in natural systems. In addition, there remain many questions including how camouflage strategies should be defined and optimised, and how they might interact with other types of crypsis and defensive markings. Overall, we provide a critical overview of our current knowledge about how camouflage can enable matching to multiple backgrounds, discuss important challenges of working on this question, and make recommendations for future research.
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Introduction

Animal coloration has a wide range of functions, from signalling and communication through to strategies such as camouflage [1]. The efficacy of these signals is strongly linked to the environment, including promoting conspicuousness for communication in different habitats (e.g. [2]) and concealment (e.g. [3]). For the latter, background matching is perhaps the most archetypal form of camouflage, and describes cases where an animal’s appearance matches the colour, lightness, and pattern of the background on which it lives [4]. In recent years, much work has focused on rigorously analysing how animal coloration may provide background matching camouflage in natural environments from the point of view of their predators (e.g. [3,5–7]). However, animals live in a diverse and changing world, and thus background matching camouflage strategies may be less effective in providing concealment if the visual background changes in space and time [8]. While some species may encounter only relatively similar visual habitats throughout their lives, many others will be found against multiple different backgrounds, both because of their own movement patterns and also due to changes in the environment over their lifetime (e.g. [9–11]).

There are several ways that camouflaging animals may reduce their visual predation risk while living in a heterogeneous and changing world. Some have the ability to change coloration to match different habitats; this is increasingly studied as a prevalent strategy found across many taxa [12]. However, in many species the timescale of appearance change is too slow to cope with changes in the visual background caused by individual movement or environmental changes occurring over minutes to days [12,13]. Many animals can also rely on their behaviour, choosing visual habitats and substrates that most closely match their appearance [14]. However, there is another option: animals can adopt a form of camouflage that is not perfectly background matched to any one habitat, but instead offers a degree of resemblance on multiple backgrounds, and/or use types of camouflage that work somewhat independently of background matching. There is a growing collection of studies exploring these ideas, yet there remains a great deal unknown about the role of imperfect camouflage in determining animal coloration, and as yet no synthesis of these important concepts.

In this review, we explore what is currently known about imperfect camouflage, considering several key issues:

1. When do theoretical models predict imperfect camouflage should evolve?
2. What empirical evidence do we have to support these predictions?
3. How can we study imperfect camouflage in the wild?
4. What should an optimal compromise phenotype look like?
5. Can other types of camouflage provide protection in multiple habitats?
6. What are the broader implications of studying imperfect camouflage for our understanding of animal coloration more generally?

Throughout, we also provide suggestions for future research.

Theoretical modelling

The most widely considered type of imperfect camouflage is ‘compromise’ camouflage, where an individual partially matches, and therefore has some protection on, several backgrounds, but matches none perfectly. This contrasts with a specialist camouflage strategy, where the camouflage is fine-tuned for one background type [4] (see Figure 1 for examples).
Figure 1: example imperfect camouflage strategies for two different backgrounds (background A, grass, left top and background B, leaves, right top) with example ‘moths’ in the top right-hand side of both backgrounds.

Coloration can be specialist (top row of table) or generalist (bottom row of table). Coloration can also be background-matching (i.e. without disruption, left hand side of table) or disruptive (i.e. with markings that break up the outline of the target, right hand side of table). Finally, there are multiple ways to produce generalist camouflage e.g. by using ‘blending’ methods where features are intermediate between two backgrounds (examples show two possible methods for generating blended targets: a target produced by Fourier blending, and a target where the colours are intermediate between the common background colours) or by using ‘mixture’ methods where discrete features from the two backgrounds are used (example shows a target where the colours are selected to be common background colours).

There is strong theoretical evidence supporting the notion of compromise camouflage under certain conditions. Merilaita and colleagues carried out an initial modelling study defining the conditions under which it might be expected to evolve [15]. Their model considered how background structure and prey habitat choice affected the optimal camouflage strategy for a prey animal living in a habitat consisting of two different microhabitats. One important conclusion was that similarity between microhabitats is an important factor. If microhabitats are similar, there is an optimum ‘intermediate’ that provides good camoflauge on both backgrounds, maximising fitness when prey are randomly choosing between microhabitats. However, if microhabitats are very different, prey should specialise on just one background. However, the best crypsis strategy also depends on a range of other factors, including the microhabitat proportions, the habitat use pattern of the animal and the risk of encountering a predator in each microhabitat. For example, if predators are only found in one microhabitat, prey animals should specialise on this microhabitat, even if a generalist strategy could
be possible. Figure 2A outlines how differential survivorship on two backgrounds should lead to the adoption of different camouflage strategies, in accordance with their results.

Figure 2: (A) - adapted from [16], showing how differential survivorship on two different backgrounds (A and B) can lead to the evolution of different camouflage strategies. (B) adapted from [17], showing how different predator travel times can affect the optimal prey coloration strategy. If travel time between patches is long, specialisation should be favoured (top); if travel time between patches is short, a generalist strategy instead minimises the intake rate of predators (bottom).

Later work has addressed some of the simplifications of this key model, which focused predominantly on prey behaviour. Houston and colleagues [17] considered optimal predator behaviour in more detail, asking how this would change the optimal prey strategy. They showed that the travel time of predators between different habitat patches can have a strong effect on prey camouflage strategy, with increased travel time favouring specialisation and decreased travel time favouring compromise (see Figure 2B). If travel time is short, predators will encounter many microhabitats and thus are unlikely to specialise on any one prey type, meaning that there is an advantage for prey to have some degree of camouflage on a range of backgrounds. On the other hand, if the travel times between patches are long, predators are more likely to be specialists, and prey should therefore optimise their camouflage against one habitat. Similarly, low prey dispersal rates are thought to favour local adaptation and specialisation, while higher dispersal rates promote a generalist strategy. This result was found using an asexual, clonal model population, suggesting that it does not simply reflect an increased mixing of gene pools [18].

One of the benefits of theoretical work is that it generates testable hypotheses for empirical investigation. Further theoretical research into imperfect camouflage would therefore be valuable. For example, models should be extended to incorporate more than two types of microhabitat [19].
In this case, it might be predicted that selection for generalist strategies would be stronger, particularly if all microhabitats are visited regularly. More complex selection scenarios can also be envisaged, such as situations where the fitness of the background is also affected by the predator-prey interaction. This may be the case when flowers act as a background for camouflaged ambush predators, but also need to be pollinated by the prey species [20]. There has also been relatively little consideration of the possible opportunity costs of specialisation, such as the limited range of resources available and the locomotion costs of finding a well-matched background. Considering some of these broader selection pressures would be valuable in understanding the evolution of generalist strategies.

Finally, since the original studies were conducted, there has been an increased emphasis on recognising that different animals may have highly different visual systems, and that a prey item that is conspicuous to one predator may in fact be well camouflaged to another [5,21,22]. Considering how multiple predators with different colour perception and visual acuity can affect the outcomes in these types of evolutionary games is an important next step. For example, predators with inferior acuity may see two backgrounds as being more similar, making generalism a more effective strategy. Similarly, prey with dichromatic predators are likely to have a wider range of possible generalist camouflage than those with trichromatic or tetrachromatic predators, meaning that generalism might be more common in species with mammalian rather than avian predators.

**Empirical tests of theoretical predictions**

The theoretical prediction that the evolution of compromise camouflage should depend upon microhabitat similarity has since been tested experimentally. An initial laboratory experiment used avian predators and two backgrounds that differed in element size: the prey were either specialist on one background or had an intermediate, compromise element size [23]. The compromise prey had relatively high levels of survival on both backgrounds, suggesting that a generalist strategy was optimal. Similar results have also been found in a recent experiment using humans as model predators [24]. These results therefore fit well with the theoretical predictions, assuming that backgrounds that differ in element size to a limited degree can be considered relatively similar microhabitats.

Evidence has also been found for the superiority of specialist forms in some circumstances. One experiment used human predators, pseudo-uniform backgrounds that were either light green or dark green in colour and prey with various degrees of colour matching to these backgrounds [16]. Here, the intermediate prey survived badly, suggesting that specialist forms would be favoured in these microhabitats. It is also possible to find cases where the specialist and generalist strategies have similar survival rates. This has been shown in a number of experiments with different sized background elements, where the size of the difference was such that specialists and generalists both performed relatively well [16,24].

The switch from generalist to specialist strategies has been more directly tested in an experiment using blue jays that were trained to hunt for artificial moths on computer screens to test the forms that evolved on three different backgrounds [25]. They found that specialist forms evolved on the disjunct and mottled backgrounds (which had relatively large patches), while the speckled backgrounds (with small patches) produced generalists. This also supports the prediction that highly similar microhabitats should favour the evolution of compromise prey, while more highly different microhabitats created by discrete patches favour specialism.
Despite these studies, it remains challenging to predict whether generalist or specialist strategies will be favoured in a given experiment. One issue is how to define similarity: to date, experiments have used “bigger” or “smaller” differences in a particular stimulus dimension without reference to the true perceptual size of these differences in the relevant viewer. Future research should consider stimulus differences with regards to just noticeable differences (JNDS) [21], as the amount a stimulus needs to change in order for a difference to be detected may vary depending upon the property considered. For example, animals may be more sensitive to colour differences than size differences, and thus specialists may be more favoured in situations where the backgrounds differ in colour.

The importance of predator learning in understanding prey camouflage strategies is beginning to be recognised [26,27], and the efficacy of generalist strategies may also depend on predator learning. In a study using avian visual predators [28], search times were found to be longer for specialist prey compared to compromise prey on the first three prey presentations. However, for later presentations, the compromise and specialist prey were equally difficult. In a natural situation, this could suggest that generalist strategies will be more likely when predators repeatedly encounter the same prey types.

Overall, it is plausible that both compromise and specialist camouflage strategies can be good solutions, depending upon background properties, as predicted by theoretical modelling. There are still theoretical predictions that have not been directly tested (for example, how prey dispersal rate or predator travel time affect the balance between generalist and specialist types), and these would be interesting questions for future research. More fundamentally, the experimental results to date have mostly been obtained using artificial prey stimuli, often comprising unnatural geometric shapes and only a limited range of predator systems, frequently in a non-naturalistic set up. In addition, the microhabitats used are often limited in number and may not resemble real-world habitats. It is also not necessarily clear that detection time is an adequate proxy for survivorship, and there may be a range of other constraints on coloration that are not accounted for by these experiments, such as the necessity of coloration to attract mates or for thermoregulation. For these reasons, it is crucial to address whether examples of generalist and specialist camouflage can be found in natural settings and more complex natural scenes.

**Evidence in nature?**

While several studies have tested the predictions of compromise camouflage in laboratory settings, there has so far been little exploration of this question in wild animal populations. At least observationally, there are clearly many examples of excellent and highly specialised camouflage phenotypes [3,5,7,15]. Similarly, there are cases that have been suggested as examples of generalist camouflage, including the desert spiny lizard [9], some Aegean wall lizard morphs [29], shore crabs [30,31] and some moth [10] and grasshopper [32] species. These putative generalist species often seem to have relatively drab coloration, which is often greenish-brownish to human observers and appears as if it would broadly match more than one background (see Figure 3). However, these examples are predominantly suggestive rather than conclusive. In some cases, the measurement of background-matching is limited, sometimes being based on little more than unquantified human perception. Similarly, even if the coloration has been quantified, it is rare to find examples where this has been directly linked to predation risk by behavioural experimentation. In general, a key issue is that there have been few dedicated attempts to test for compromise camouflage in wild populations.
Figure 3: Examples of possible generalist and specialist camouflage found in nature. (A) Examples of shore crabs [31]. Left: an individual with putative generalist camouflage, from a mud flat environment. Right: a younger and potentially more specialist individual, from a rock habitat. (B) Examples of Aegean wall lizards [29]. Left: male and female lizards from the island of Santorini, where the population may show generalist camouflage, possibly due to a high frequency of volcanic eruptions, leading to a heterogeneous environment that may prevent more specialist camouflage. Right: male and female lizards from Folegandros, where the camouflage is considered more specialist. (C) Examples of pygmy grasshoppers [33]. Left: striped morph, considered a more generalist strategy. Right: black morph, which seems to be more specialist (becoming better camouflaged with an increase in the percentage of burnt substrate in the environment). All images reproduced with permission.

Why has this important question been neglected? There are several factors that make generalist camouflage difficult to study in natural settings. One issue is simply experimental logistics. For many species, we still lack fine-grained information about the habitats they use and how often they move between different backgrounds. On a conceptual level, it is also difficult to define separate microhabitats, especially as the appropriate scale will be likely to depend upon the visual acuity and colour vision of the predator in question. An even trickier question is determining whether camouflage can really be described as generalist, or whether it is in fact simply a poor match, perhaps restricted by developmental constraints or competing evolutionary pressures. In some
instances, a lack of a close match may simply reflect evolutionary lag. Behavioural studies are therefore crucial for determining if a camouflage pattern truly is equivalently effective at preventing capture on multiple backgrounds.

The ideal situation would be to study a polymorphic species that is easy to track where the patterning and coloration of both backgrounds and animals can be easily measured and where it is possible to record predation events. A generalist camouflage could then be defined as any morph that has similar camouflage across a range of backgrounds, either measured via image analysis techniques or by predation events, or ideally both. However, in the absence of this perfect option, one useful approach may be to combine studies in the wild with more controlled laboratory experiments. Work on pygmy grasshoppers has shown that different morphs are captured at different rates in the wild, and there is a strong relationship between these capture rates and detection times of humans searching for these targets on these backgrounds on a computer screen [34]. This validation of the laboratory data suggests it is possible to extend these experiments to ask a wider range of questions that might be challenging in a natural situation. For example, in this study, the participants additionally viewed the morphs on images of other common habitats of this species, and the striped morph was found to be relatively difficult to capture on multiple backgrounds, suggesting that this could be a generalist strategy. We suggest future investigators try to use more realistic stimuli when designing laboratory experiments (such as calibrated images of natural backgrounds at an appropriate spatial scale) to help generalisability to natural systems.

Another approach is to test species that can change their colour to see how they respond to visually heterogeneous habitats. This has the advantage that it can be done in controlled laboratory settings but can also use realistic background types to investigate natural coloration strategies. Peppered moth larvae change their colour in response to the twig that they are resting on, but in a heterogeneous environment with multiple twig colours, they seem to adopt a specialist strategy rather than developing an intermediate colour [35]. In contrast, shore crabs adjust their appearance over moults and can change from pale and dark forms to converge on a more dark green/brown generalist appearance, regardless of the background they are placed upon, and these forms are highly camouflaged to human observers across a range of habitats [31]. Similarly, Japanese tree frogs can adopt intermediate forms when their background consists of two achromatic hues [36].

Finally, it would be valuable to attempt to disentangle generalist strategies from evolutionary lag. This could be tested in a species with two known resting sites, allowing the computation of an optimal compromise camouflage based on those backgrounds. The real appearance of the animal can then be compared to these different options. If it is a specialist, it should match only one of the backgrounds, whereas if it is a generalist, it should match the theoretical compromise. However, if the coloration reflects evolutionary lag, it should match none of the options well. These image analysis findings could then be corroborated with survival experiments testing the performance of the real prey phenotype against the other possibilities.

**How should compromise camouflage be defined and optimised?**

Another challenge of studying compromise camouflage is determining what an optimal compromise pattern should actually look like. Endler proposed that the optimal pattern for any form of background-matching camouflage should be a random sample of the background at the time and location of the highest predation risk [37], but this definition has recently been challenged. In a study using avian predators, background-sampled targets with different levels of subjective difficulty (easy and hard) were shown to have significant differences in capture time [38]. Thus, in a complex environment, some random samples of the background are likely to provide better crypsis than
others. A subsequent study used more naturalistic stimuli and backgrounds, and showed that it is better to match the most common colours and patterns of a background rather than a random sample [39]. However, both these studies considered only one background or a few highly similar background images. It remains to be seen whether these principles extrapolate when animals must compromise between larger numbers of different background types.

A further issue is that there are different interpretations of what is meant by compromise patterning, as evidenced by the fact that different experiments have adopted different ways of creating such patterns; in some cases, a sample of features is taken from each background, creating a “mixture” stimulus [23,28,38], whereas others have used features that may not be found in either background, but are instead perceptually intermediate (‘blended’) between the two backgrounds [16,24] (see Figure 1). As outlined above, both strategies can be successful for generating good compromise camouflage, but it is difficult to compare them meaningfully given the small number of studies to date. It remains possible that there are different optimal strategies depending on the type of compromise adopted, and therefore future work should test whether there are differences between putative compromise camouflage strategies. Now we are beginning to be able to quantify animal coloration and patterning effectively [40], one elegant approach would be to ‘reverse engineer’ these processes, measuring background parameters and using them to generate closely matching targets. This would also allow manipulation of each feature dimension independently, giving the ability to ask questions about which aspects of the target are most important for effective compromise camouflage. We can also use image analysis techniques to identify which forms of compromise camouflage we actually see in real animals.

The most appropriate forms of imperfect camouflage may vary in more realistic situations, such as when the complexity of the habitats varies. Predators in laboratory experiments find it harder to detect prey items against complex backgrounds compared to simpler (but still non-uniform) ones [41–44]. Artificial evolution experiments have also suggested that prey can evolve more effective crypsis against more complex backgrounds [45]. Recent work has shown that increased background complexity reflects an increase in the density or variance of the features of the background that are shared with the target [46]. We are also starting to be able to quantify complexity across the UV visible spectrum and therefore more accurately represent non-human visual systems [47]. These developments open up exciting new avenues for compromise camouflage research, which to date has only used similar backgrounds [38,39], therefore likely testing only one level of complexity.

Future work should consider whether there are different compromise optima when animals are found among backgrounds with a varying range of complexities, as determined using appropriate image metrics and consideration of the viewer’s visual system.

There has also been little work so far on how predator and prey constraints may influence optimal generalist camouflage. Predation experiments both in the laboratory and in the field have shown that increased pattern regularity [42] and symmetry [48,49] can make prey easier to find, and given that real animals often display highly symmetric and regular patterning due to developmental constraints, it would be instructive to consider how to optimise generalist patterning given this limitation.

One final challenge of determining the optimal camouflage strategy for a given set of conditions is that it can involve exhaustively testing many stimuli, which can be difficult even when using human participants. Artificial evolution experiments are one way to focus on exploring only the most relevant areas of evolutionary space [25,45]. In addition, new methods are being developed that use generative adversarial networks to allow the evolution of camouflage to be automated, allowing the rapid testing of large numbers of potential prey patterns [50].
Alternative strategies for camouflage in multiple environments

Compromise camouflage is one possible method for generating imperfect camouflage, but there may be other strategies that allow some degree of concealment in multiple habitats. For example, animals may exploit the visual processing mechanisms of predators using so-called disruptive markings that create false boundaries, therefore making it difficult to identify edges and recognise the true shape of an object \( [4,51] \) (see Figure 1, right hand side of table). Conceptually, this strategy could act independently of background matching.

In support of this hypothesis, there is some evidence that disruptive markings may be effective even when targets do not match their background colour or luminance \([52,53]\). However, other research suggests that at least partially matching the average colour and luminance contrasts found in the background is important \([54,55]\). This suggests that disruptive coloration may have to work in tandem with at least some degree of background matching coloration, perhaps indicating it may not be a particularly effective imperfect strategy on its own. To resolve this debate, it may be productive to approach the question differently by testing how adding different types of disruptive markings alters the performance of a target displaying an optimal compromise pattern.

Another way to afford protection in multiple habitats is to reduce reliance on minimising detectability. Masquerade is an anti-predator defence where prey resemble an uninteresting object and is thought to interfere with predator recognition mechanisms \([4]\). Some recent work has suggested that masquerade is most effective when prey (twig mimicking caterpillars) are viewed in isolation from their models (twigs) \([56]\), arguing that this strategy does not derive its effectiveness from background matching. However, the evidence base is currently limited, and it would be interesting to determine if masquerade can be considered a generalist strategy across a wider range of species.

Distractive camouflage offers another possible strategy for crypsis in multiple environments. Here, conspicuous markings on the prey animal act to direct the attention of the predator away from cues that would enable recognition, such as the body outline \([4]\). However, while there is some evidence from laboratory studies suggesting that high contrast markings may provide effective camouflage across a range of backgrounds \([57]\), this has been debated, given that field studies with birds and computer experiments with humans have demonstrated that disruptive markings are costly and reduce detection or capture times, and even promote predator learning \([27,58,59]\). A study of comma butterflies \( (Polygonia c-album) \) also reported support for a distractive effect of white comma markings \([60]\), but in the laboratory experiments conducted the butterflies were not actually camouflaged and the results are best explained by avoidance of already-visible prey \( (see [27]) \). There was also no benefit of markings in field trials \([60]\). On balance, there is currently limited evidence that distractive markings can act as a form of imperfect camouflage. However, more work is needed with potentially disruptive markings on other species and under more naturalistic conditions; it may be the case that they could work against more complex natural backgrounds and in certain field lighting conditions. Experiments presenting real prey with and without markings against known resting sites, alongside video recordings of predator behaviour, would be a good first step in addressing this.

A final putative route to imperfect camouflage is self-shadow concealment, where directional light is cancelled out by countershading, potentially leading to better concealment \([4]\). Optimal countershading appears to be strongly illumination dependent \([61]\), and having suboptimal countershading seems to be almost as bad as having no countershading at all, at least in a study with highly different illumination conditions \([62]\). Future studies with a more gradual range of
illuminations may help to determine if countershading has more general benefits, or if it is truly a
strategy that is only effective in a specific light environment.

Broader implications

While the study of imperfect camouflage is valuable in its own right, it also has a number of
important implications for other areas of biology. First, there is evidence that imperfect camouflage
may be an important driver for the evolution of aposematic coloration. In an evolutionary simulation
model where the prey population could evolve distastefulness as well as its coloration, aposematic
coloration evolved more often in a situation where the habitat was visually variable, consisting of
two different microhabitats, than when the habitat always remained similar [63]. Future work could
investigate whether phylogenetic evidence supports this hypothesis, and explore in real-world
setups the extent to which imperfect camouflage can combine with aposematism and other
signalling strategies (similarly to recent work on distance-dependent camouflage and aposematism
[64]).

Studying how camouflage evolves in heterogeneous habitats also has important consequences for
understanding the development and maintenance of polymorphism. Modelling work has shown
that in addition to single habitat specialist and intermediate generalist strategies, it is possible for
multiple specialist strategies to evolve (polymorphic crypsis). This is thought to be a stable
evolutionary solution when prey have intermediate dispersal rates and a moderate amount of
camouflage in multiple habitats, and predators have an intermediate attack rate [18]. Understanding
polymorphic crypsis is particularly critical as it may lead to speciation, as specialisation in
conjunction with active background choice can create reproductive isolation. Work on
polymorphism has also generated a long tradition of studying the cognitive strategies predators may
use to forage for prey items, such as search image formation [65]. These ideas may be of importance
in further understanding the evolution of imperfect camouflage; for example, future research could
consider whether there are differences in predator search image formation ability for generalist and
specialist strategies [27,28].

The study of imperfect camouflage also has parallels with imperfect mimicry. In particular, it has
been proposed that mimicry may sometimes be imperfect because the mimic adopts a generalist
strategy, bearing a degree of resemblance to multiple models [66]. While this hypothesis has
received support from theoretical models [67], empirical evidence is still relatively scarce. Horsfield’s
bronze cuckoos (Chrysococcyx basalis) may lay eggs that bear some resemblance to all of its hosts,
rather than specialising to host specific races [68]; however, there is also evidence that in hoverflies,
imperfect mimicry may be better explained by relaxed selection for small species that are less
profitable for a predator [69]. Again, we think there are many ways for these two research fields to
productively interact: for example, a better understanding of how to define generalist strategies will
benefit both. Similarly, studies on imperfect mimicry highlight the importance of considering
alternative hypotheses for the persistence of generalist forms [69] and the role that predator
cognition may play [70].

Understanding how animals respond to living in different habitats is also crucial for conservation. It
is possible to imagine a ‘knife edge’ fitness landscape where a very small change in the environment
can change the optimal strategy from specialising on one background to specialising on another.
However, it may be difficult for an animal to evolve to its new optimum, particularly if this might
involve lower fitness intermediates [19]. Understanding which animals are likely to be vulnerable to
these pressures may be extremely important as environments are altered as a result of climate
change and other human activity. There are also occasions where animals may need to be
translocated to a new habitat (e.g. due to habitat destruction), and it is important to assess the
suitability of their new habitats for providing camouflage. One study assessed the effect of
translocation on shore skinks and showed that the variability in patterning drastically reduced after
the animals had been moved to their new habitat, and the morph that remained was the best colour
match to the release site [71]. This translocation therefore potentially reduced genetic diversity,
which may have important consequences for conservation, particularly in cases where populations
are already small. Similarly, work on snowshoe hares has identified that mismatch with snow cover
affects mortality differently in different habitats [72]. These findings suggest that improving our
understanding of the situations in which imperfect camouflage can offer protection may help
conservationists decide how best to protect threatened species.

In this review, we have focused on the role of coloration in crypsis, but many animals also have
conspicuous colour signals that are thought to be involved in sexual and social communication.
Similarly to camouflage, these conspicuous colour signals can also be considered within a generalist
or specialist adaptation framework. For example, in some lineages of African dwarf chameleons,
male display coloration is specialised to its specific habitat in order to maximise visibility, while
female display coloration may be more generalist, offering maximal detectability across all habitat
types [2]. This highlights that studying generalist strategies could potentially help us to understand
the whole range of animal coloration found in nature.

Conclusions
We propose that the future study of imperfect camouflage requires an interdisciplinary, mixed
methods approach. Evolutionary games will help us understand more fully the situations under
which imperfect camouflage might be expected to evolve. Laboratory studies using carefully
controlled experiments may be particularly useful for testing predictions of theoretical models, or
for validating observational findings in the field. Ideally, future research should also try to test for
the presence of imperfect camouflage in natural settings or at least using more naturalistic
backgrounds, despite the many challenges of this approach.

We further suggest that there are many questions about imperfect camouflage that deserve more
attention. Predator cognition has been little studied in the context of generalist or specialist
strategies. Similarly, defining and testing optimal compromise forms in different contexts has rarely
been considered. Finally, the study of compromise camouflage may have important links to other
camouflage strategies and aspects of visual ecology that are only just beginning to be explored.
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